Context matters: Regulation of splice donor usage.
Elaborate research on splicing, starting in the late seventies, evolved from the discovery that 5' splice sites are recognized by their complementarity to U1 snRNA towards the realization that RNA duplex formation cannot be the sole basis for 5'ss selection. Rather, their recognition is highly influenced by a number of context factors including transcript architecture as well as splicing regulatory elements (SREs) in the splice site neighborhood. In particular, proximal binding of splicing regulatory proteins highly influences splicing outcome. The importance of SRE integrity especially becomes evident in the light of human pathogenic mutations where single nucleotide changes in SREs can severely affect the resulting transcripts. Bioinformatics tools nowadays greatly assist in the computational evaluation of 5'ss, their neighborhood and the impact of pathogenic mutations. Although predictions are already quite robust, computational evaluation of the splicing regulatory landscape still faces challenges to increase future reliability. This article is part of a Special Issue entitled: RNA structure and splicing regulation edited by Francisco Baralle, Ravindra Singh and Stefan Stamm.